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PRODUCTS

Reliable extractor 
makes light work of 
carpet cleaning
The Sabrina from Kerrick is a 

highly compact professional carpet 

extractor. Designed to clean both 

carpet and upholstery (the later 

with an additional attachment), 

it is ideal for hotels, motels and 

office spaces, as well contracted 

domestic cleaning. One of Kerrick’s 

most popular carpet and upholstery 

extractors, the Sabrina’s features 

include a high waterlift vacuum 

system that allows for quicker drying 

times, a lightweight body for easy 

operator mobility and a compact 

nature that lends itself to convenient 

transportation and storage.

Kerrick 1300 537 7425

www.kerrick.com.au

Dual-action product 
prolongs life of floor polish
Prolong the life of floor polish and 

reduce the frequency of strip and seals 

with regular use of Agar’s double-action 

wash and polish detergent, Scrub ‘N’ 

Shine. Specially formulated to increase 

gloss, this low-foaming detergent 

cleans the floor, reduces scuffing and 

helps replenish floor polish, reducing 

the frequency for top-coating. Easily 

buffed, the polish has an excellent depth 

and resists black-marking, making it an 

excellent addition to a long-lasting floor 

care program. 

Agar 1800 301 302

www.agar.com.au

Little vacuum 
offers big 
advantages
The Stellar 2-in-1 

Rechargeable Stickvac 

is ideal for smaller public 

areas where extension leads 

are a hazard. The vacuum 

runs on lithium batteries 

that offer up to 50 minutes 

of operating time and 

only take three hours to 

recharge. Offering 25.2 V of 

power, this machine has a 

motorised roller brush for 

carpets and hard floors, 

as well as a detachable 

handvac. It also has a 0.6-L 

dust canister capacity and 

two speeds, and is  

ideal for tight spaces as it 

stores compactly and is 

quick to assemble.

Cleanstar 03 9460 5655

www.cleanstar.com.au

High-quality extension 
lead offers lasting 
flexibility and safety 
Cleanstar’s Premium 20 m Extension 

Lead is the king cobra of its kind. 

Made in Taiwan of quality materials, 

this product offers extreme flexibility 

throughout its entire length. It also has a 

longer lifespan than many other similar 

products on the market. The bright 

orange Premium 20-m Extension Lead 

features 10-A plugs and offer users high 

levels of safety.

Cleanstar 03 9460 5655

www.cleanstar.com.au

Bring more drying power 
with compact machines
The Velo Airmover from Dri-Eaz delivers 

unbeatable versatility and maximum 

airflow in a housing design that’s half 

the height of traditional carpet dryers. 

At only 9.5 kg and with a slim profile, it’s 

easy to carry two Velos through narrow 

hallways, doorways and up and down 

stairways–meaning you can bring more 

drying power to every job. The patent-

pending outlet design ensures even, 

broad-path airflow for fast, consistent 

drying across all surfaces. Also, with its 

multiple operating positions, the Velo 

can efficiently dry floors, ceilings, walls 

and stairways.

Legend Brands +1 855 757 7776

intl.legendbrands.net

Reliable power  
heads protect 
themselves from harm
Made in Germany, SEBO ET Powerheads 

are recognised worldwide as some of 

the most reliable and well-designed 

products on the market. They have 

excellent lint- and hair-removal 

properties, and are virtually maintenance 

free. SEBO ET Powerheads heads also 

feature warning systems that assure 

consistently effective brush agitation 

and provide an automatic shut-off 

if the brush rollers become jammed, 

protecting the belts and motors from 

damage. Also, the brush rollers are quick 

to remove without tools, meaning they 

can be easily be cleaned or replaced if 

the bristles are worn.

SEBO Australia 1300 697 326

www.sebo.com.au
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